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Daughter proven sires 

VAL-BISSON DOORMAN (Bookem x Shottle), is the highest type merit (TM) 

daughter-proven AI bull available in the UK, after the December 2015 proof run, 

with a score of 3.76.  

The top proven bull in August, De-Su McCutchen also a Bookem x Shottle, 

maintains a massive TM score of 3.56, now just behind Doorman in second 

place.  

Another newly proven Val-bisson bull, DELTA (Regancrest Ravish x Shottle) is in 

fifth place with a TM of 3.28. He is closely followed by a further newcomer, 

CHARTOISE SMURF (Snowman x Planet) at 2.98 TM. 

SULLY HART MERIDIAN (Domain x Planet) is the new leader of proven bulls with 

evaluations based on UK daughters, at 2.84 type merit. 

Two interesting new additions to the proven ranks, with breed leading Type and 

PLI, are full brothers Farnear CASHMONEY and CASHCOIN. These Observer sons,  

from the prolific Regancrest Chassity family, are good for 2.82 and 2.62 TM 

respectively and both have over £540 PLI. 

 

Young genomic sires 

VIEW-HOME ALBANIA (Defender x McCutchen) is the new top bull amongst the 

young genomic sires, with a heady 4.33 TM. 

Eight of DOORMAN'S sons are in the top 20 young genomic sire TM list, including 

ALL FOR IT (3.91), SOLOMON (3.87) and FRY (3.78). 

UK bred WILLSBRO ABBOTT (Ste Odile Satisfaction x Mogul) is another high 

ranking newcomer with 3.8 TM. 

No-Fla JUNCKETT (Balisto x Levi), a young newcomer to the top PLI (£ 674) lists 

boasts a big 2.28 TM also. 

An interesting UK bred bull, BALLYCAIRN DARIUS, matches a handy 1.94 TM 

with a massive £649 PLI. He is sired by the young genomic sire, Clear-Echo 

Lexor RACER and is out of a Brigeen RUSSELL sired dam.  

 

For an in-depth look at the December 2015 genetic evaluation results visit; 

www.holstein-uk.org or www.thecdi.co.uk 


